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NEW  MINI-DIRECTIONAL  DRILLING 

TECHNICAL  BULLETIN  FROM  PPI 

 

 IRVING, Texas - (March 30, 2010) - The Plastics Pipe Institute, Inc. (PPI) has 

published new guidelines in Technical Report TR-46 for the placement of flexible high-

density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe using mini-horizontal directional drilling (mini-HDD) 

techniques.  TR-46 provides detailed information regarding site and bore-path planning, 

pipe design, drilling procedures, inspection and testing of mini-HDD installed HDPE pipe. 

  Mini-HDD is a fast, economical and popular method that enables the rapid 

underground installation of corrosion-resistant HDPE pipe for water, gas and utility 

cables for runs of less than 600 feet, at depths of up to 15 feet and bore holes of up to 12 

inches in diameter with minimal disruption to the surrounding site.  The new mini-HDD 

guidelines for HDPE pipe can be downloaded as TR-46 from the PPI website at 

http://plasticpipe.org/publications/technical_reports.html 

 Mini-horizontal directional drilling, also known as 'Guided Boring", is typically 

used for relatively shorter distances, shallower depths and smaller diameter pipe 

associated with local distribution lines as compared to maxi-horizontal directional drilling 

(maxi-HDD) typically used for long distances, greater depths and for larger diameter 

HDPE pipe.  The PPI TR-46 document supplements the maxi-HDD guidelines found in 

ASTM Standard F 1962.   
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 The Plastics Pipe Institute, Inc. (PPI) is a Texas-based, non-profit organization, 

founded in 1950, that is the major trade association representing all segments of the 

plastic piping industry.  PPI is dedicated to expanding awareness about plastic pipe 

systems and promoting plastics as the material of choice for pipe applications.  It is the 

premier technical, engineering and industry knowledge resource that publishes data for 

use in development and design of plastic pipe systems.  Additionally, PPI collaborates 

with industry organizations that set standards for manufacturing practices and 

installation methods.  For more information about PPI, go to: www.plasticpipe.org. 
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